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ABSTRACT 
A map u from a linearly ordered finite set into itself induces a matrix A(a). If u 
is a cyclic permutation, A(o) is either primitive or reducible. In the latter case the 
characteristic polynomial of A(u) has a product decomposition. If u is monotonic, 
then both factors arise from the characteristic polynomials of induced permutations. 
There has been a great deal of work done in recent years on the 
properties of continuous endomorphisms of closed intervals when these are 
viewed as dynamical systems [8, 10, 131. This paper looks at some questions 
in linear algebra which are related to and motivated by the theory of 
one-dimensional dynamical systems. In this theory important objects of study 
are the finite invariant sets of the generating function f, in particular the 
orbits of periodic points [i.e. points x with f”(x) = x]. Such a set S 
partitions the domain of f into subintervals. Using the natural order on S, the 
behavior of f on S generates a directed graph with associated O-l matrix A 
(for details see [13]). These can be used to determine many properties of the 
dynamical system. In particular, the spectral radius of A is related to the 
topological entropy, a key invariant of the dynamical system [6, 7, 111. 
The essential ingredients here are a finite ordered set and an endomor- 
phism of this set. From the viewpoint of dynamical systems the most 
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important case is that of a cyclic permutation (which corresponds to a 
periodic orbit of f). This paper investigates the structure of the O-l matrices 
generated by cyclic permutations. We show that these matrices are either 
primitive or reducible. If reducible, we show that the permutation decom- 
poses into a certain block form. This induces a block form for the matrix and 
thus a product decomposition of the characteristic polynomial. As a conse- 
quence one of the eigenvalues must be a Perron number [12]. When the 
permutation has blocks of size k,2k,. ..,2”k, we can obtain further decom- 
position of the characteristic polynomial. In particular we obtain the char- 
acteristic polynomial for Blocks simple permutations [14, 51. 
When the permutation is monotonic (see Definition 2) the characteristic 
polynomial factors in a particularly nice way. Each of the factors is obtained 
from a permutation induced by the original one. Thus gives us a factorization 
for permutations with blocks of size k, 3k,. . . ,3”k which generalizes that 
which is obtained for “simple” permutations. 
Let a:F+F beanymapwhere F=F(n)={1,2,...,n}. Weassociate 
to u a continuous piecewise linear map f = f(a) : [l, n] + [ 1, n], where 
f(i)=o(i)and fisdefinedtobelinearoneachinterval[i,i+l], i=l,..., 
n - 1. Then u also determines a O-l square matrix of size n - 1, which we 
denote by A = A(u) =(aij), where aij = 1 if and only if f([i, i + 11) 3 [j, 
j + 11. [This is equivalent to saying a i j = 1 if and only if u(i) < j < a( i + 1) or 
u(i + 1) < j < u(i).] u and f(u) h ave the associated directed graph G = G( u ) 
with vertices Ii, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, and arrows Ii --, Zj if and only if ajj = 1. 
NOTATION. u(i,,i, ,..., i,) = (j,, j,,..., j,) will mean u(ik) = j,, k = 
1 ,a.*, 12. 
EXAMPLE 1. u(1,2,3,4) = (2,3,4,1). Then f(u) is as shown in Figure 1, 
and 0 1 0 
A(u)= I o 0 1  . 
1 1 1 
We define the entropy of u. h(u), to be the topological entropy of the 
map f = f(u), h(f). It is well known that h(f) = log,(p( A)), where p(A) is 
the spectral radius of the matrix A above [6, 1211. We note that p(A) is a 
positive eigenvalue of A (which is greater or equal to 1) and that no other 
eigenvalue of A has absolute value greater than p(A) [ 11. 
Although the above definitions make sense in the general setting of 
endomorphisms of finite sets, we shall assume throughout the paper that u is 
a cyclic permutation. 
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FIG. 1. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(a) Given G c F, let sp(G), the span of o(G), be {i E Flu(j) Q i < a(k) 
for some j, k E G. 
(b) Let Z = [i, j] c F be an interval (i.e. Z = {k E Fli < k < j}). We say 
that I is maximal fir u if the cardinality of sp”( I) [defined inductively to be 
sp”-‘(sp(Z))] is equal to the cardinality of Z for n = 1,2,3,. . . . 
Of course singletons and F itself are maximal intervals. We consider them 
to be trivial and consider the implications of having nontrivial maximal 
intervals. 
EXAMPLE 2. u(l,2,3,4,5,6)=(4,5,6,3,1,2) has [1,3] and [4,6} as non- 
trivial maximal intervals. 
EXAMPLE 3. u(1,2,3,4,5,6) = (2,3,4,5,6,1) has nontrivial maximal sub- 
intervals. 
In Example 2 we have F(6) = [1,3] u [4,6], a decomposition of F into 
disjoint maximal subintervals. This is always the case for cyclic permutations: 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(1) Zf Z c F is a nontrivial maximal interval for the cyclic permutation 
u : F(n) + F(n), then F = U~clZi, where the maximal interuals Ii are dis- 
joint, I, < I, < . . . <I,, and each Zj = u’(Z) for some t, 1 <t <m. Thus 
n = mk, where k = card(Z). (Ii < Zj means k < 1 for all, k E Ii, 1 E Zj.) 
(2) Zf J is some other maximal interual, J # Ii, i = 1,. . . , m, then card(J) 
# card(Z). Zf card(J) < card(Z), then the decomposition of F(n) induced by 
.l is a refinement of the decomposition induced by I. 
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Proof. Since Z is maximal, so are the intervals sp’(Z) = a’(Z), t = 1,2,. . . . 
Since u is cyclic, each element of F is contained in one of these subintervals. 
We need only show that they are piecewise disjoint. Assume that 1 E Z = 
{l,..., k}. Suppose i E d(Z)n d(z), where r ct. If up(i) = 1, then 
G(fJ’(Z)) = Z = uP(uyz)). Thus a”-I(Z) = uf-r(uP(ur(z))) = u~(u’(z)) = z, 
and so u’(Z) = ~*(a’-‘(I)) = at(Z). 
To prove (2) assume J c Ii. Now a”‘( Zi) c Ii, and thus urn is a cyclic 
permutation on Ii with maximal interval J. The intervals um’( J), t = 1,2,. . . , 
therefore partition Ii. n 
NOTES: 
(1) If J is any interval, then cardinalities of J, sp( J), sp2( J), . . . are 
nondecreasing and so J must generate a maximal interval partition (which 
may be trivial, of course). 
(2) If the decomposition of F into maximal subintervals is as above, then 
u induces a cyclic permutation, which we usually denote by a on the set 
F(m), given by 
‘(‘i) = ‘E(i) 
and urn is a cyclic permutation on each block Ii, i = 1,. . . , m. 
(3) Such a decomposition may not exist if u is not cyclic. For example, 
u(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) = (5,6,4,7,2,1,8,3) has [1,2] and [5,6] as the only maxi- 
mal subintervals. 
(4) If u(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) = (7,8,9,10,11,12,4,5,6,2,3, l), 
then [1,6] < [7,12] is a maximal partition, as is [1,3] < [4,6] < [7,9] < [8,12]. 
The latter is a refinement of the former. 
Recall the following definitions [l]. 
(1) A nonnegative matrix A is irreducible if for all i, j there exists k with 
utj > 0, (If f = f(u) and A = A(u), this amounts to requiring that f ‘([i, i + 
11) 2 [j, j + 11.) 
(2) A is primitive if there exists an integer k such that afj > 0 for each 
i, j (i.e. fk([i, i + 11) = [l, n] for i = 1,2,. .., n - 1.) 
We shall call the permutation u primitive if and only if u has no 
(nontrivial) maximal intervals (Example 2, above). 
PROPOSITION 2. u is primitive if and only if A(u) is primitive. 
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Proof. If A is primitive, f ‘([i, i + 11) = [l, n]. Thus every interval gen- 
erates all of F(n). Conversely, if there are no nontrivial maximal intervals, 
then Ii = [i, i + 11 generates F(n), which means that f ‘( Ii) = [ 1, n] for some 
integer t. We can find a value of t which works for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, and so A 
is primitive. n 
COROLLARY. Zf u is not primitive, then A(a) is reducible. 
Proof. If I, = [l, k], I, = [k + 1,2k] are maximal, then f ‘([1,2]) cannot 
contain [k,k+l] for any t=1,2 ,..., since of course f ‘([1,2]) C f “(Z1) = Ii 
forsome i=l,...,m. W 
We note that the cyclic permutation u is primitive if at is cyclic for all 
divisors t of n. Thus all cyclic permutations of prime order are primitive. 
If u is not primitive, we shall refer to it as reducible. In this case the 
decomposition of u into maximal subintervals affects the matrix A(u). The 
characteristic polynomial of A(u) is given by: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the cyclic permutation u on F(n) has the de- 
composition I, < * . . < I, (as above), where the intervals Ii are permuted by 
u, and define 6 on F(m) by u(Zi) = ZaCij. Then the matrix A(u) has square 
blocks A(i,e(i)), i =l,..., m, of size k - 1, where k = cardinality of Ii. 
These blocks are separated by a grid of single rows and columns at positions 
k,2k,..., (m - 1)k. Moreover the characteristic polynomial of A(u) is given 
by 
det(A(u) -XI) = det(B(u) - xmZ)det(A(a) -XI), 
where 
EXAMPLE 4. Let 
u(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12)=(9,10,11,12,1,2,3,4,7,5,8,6). 
Then I,= {1,2,3,4}, I,= {5,6,7,8}, I,= {9,10,11,12}, 5(1,2,3)=(3,1,2). 
A&3) = A(2,l) = I, 
1 1 0 
A(3,2)=B= [ 1 1 1  , and A(a)= 
0 1 1 
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det(A(a) -xl) = det(B - r3Z)det(A(C) - XI) 
Proof. Because of the decomposition of u into blocks, A( a) looks like 
0 0 0 0 ... 0 A(l,C( 
k****** * 
0 0 0 0 ..’ 0 0 
2.4 e e e e * * 
‘1)) 0 “’ 0 0 0 
* * * * * * 
0 ... 0 A(2,ti(2)) 0 ... 
* * * * * * 
Let Z=(z, ,..., z,_r) =(2)r, zk, Z&, zgk ,..., V,), where z)~ is a vector of 
length k - 1. If A2 = h? (where 2, X may be complex), the structure of A 
gives us the equations 
Thus 
A(i, 6(i))i& = XUi, i=l )...) m.(*). 
=XA(l,a(l)) . ..A(a’“-2’(1).a(“-‘)(l))v,c., I, 
= . . . = A%,. 
On the other hand, if BC, = ~21~ and X”’ = p, then defining G2,. . . , U, by 
Equation (*) [e.g. A(6C”-‘)(l),1)6, = XG,(m - l)(r,], we have A.2 = XZ for 
z== (V,,O,V,,O )...) 0, U,). Reasoning in this way one can show that det( A - 
XI ) has the factor det( B - rmZ). 
The remaining factor is obtained by considering the directed summand 
consisting of vectors Z as above with i?r = C2 = . * * = V, = 0. The equations 
Aif=h5 then reduce to &5=AG, where W=(w,,...,w,_,) and A is 
obtained from A by deleting all rows and coIumns containing the blocks 
A( i, C(i)). The element of x in position (i, j) is equal to 1 if and only if 
‘ik, jk = 1 if and only if f([ik, ik + 11) > [jk, jk + 11, where f= f(o). Since 
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ik E Ii, jk E Zj, ik + 1 E Zi+i, and jk + 1 E Zj+r, then f(ik) E f(Zi) = loci) 
and f(ik + 1) E ZaCi+l). Thus f([ik, ik + 11) ILjk, jk + l] if and only if Zj and 
'j+l lie between ZoCi) and ZaCi+ i). That is, A = A(C), the (m - 1) X (m - 1) 
matrix induced by 6 on F(m). Thus the final factor of det(A - xl) is 
det( A( 5) - xl). n 
A Perron number has been defined [12] to be an algebraic integer all of 
whose conjugates have smaller absolute value. These arise as the spectral radii 
of primitive matrices and have applications to ergodic theory. Thus we have: 
COROLLAFtY 1. For any cyclic permutation u, A(a) has an eigenvalue 
which is a Perron number. 
Proof. If u is primitive, p(A) is a Perron number. If not, let I, < . . . < 
I, be a decomposition of F(n) into maximal intervals. Take the decomposi- 
tion which maximizes the cardinality of the subintervals Ii. Then a on F(m) 
must be primitive. [If not, F(m) decomposes as Jr < . . . < J,, and so F(n) 
decomposesintotheinterva.lsUi{Zi]iEZj}, j=l,...,m’.]Thus p(A(C)), the 
spectral radius of A(C), is a Perron number, and by Proposition 2 it is an 
eigenvalue of A(a). 
COROLLARY 2. Zf u has blocks of size k,2k,. . . ,2’k on F(2”qk), then 
det(A - XI) = (1- x2’“-‘q) ... (1- x2”‘-“q)det(A(@) - xZ)det(B - x’“‘qZ), 
where B comes from the decomposition into blocks of size k and 6 is the 
induced permutation on the blocks of size 2”k. 
Proof. 
(a) If u: F(2n) -+ F(2n) has blocks of size 2, then det(A - XI) = (l- 
rn)det(A(C) - xl), since B = 1 in Theorem 1. 
(b) If u : F(2”q) + F(Z*q) has blocks of size 1,2,4,. . . ,2’, then det( A - 
xl) has the required product structure by applying induction to (a). 
(c) The general case follows from applying Theorem 1 to the decomposi- 
tion into blocks of size k and (b) to the induced permutation on F(2*q). n 
Block [4] has introduced the idea of a simple periodic point of size 2”. 
The definition amounts precisely to requiring that the periodic orbit give rise 
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to a permutation u with size 2,4, B, . . . ,2”- ‘. Thus the associated matrix 
A( u ) has characteristic polynomial 
[from (b)] and spectral radius p(A) = 1. Thus such periodic points have 
permutations which minimize the topological entropy. In fact we have: 
COROLLARY 3. Zf u is a cyclic permutation and A = A(a), then p(A) = 1 
if and only if u is a simple permutation of order 2”. 
Proof. Assume p(A) = 1. If u is primitive, then one can show that 
p(A) > 1 if A has size greater than 1. (p(Ak) = [p(A)]’ = 1, so we can 
assume A is strictly positive.) If u is reducible, then as in Corollary 1 there is 
a block decomposition which induces the primitive permutation 6. Now 
p(A) 2 p( A(a)) by Theorem 1, so p(A(a)) = 1. Thus size(A(?)) = 1 and 
6(1,2) = (2,1). Thus 8 has the decomposition I, < I,. Consider u2: I, + I,. 
We have p(u21Z,) d p(B,2B21) (by Lemma 1, below) < p(A) = 1. Using the 
same reasoning, I, decomposes into I,, < Zlz and I, into I,, < I,. Continu- 
ing in this way, we see that F(n) decomposes into 2k blocks for k = 1,2,. . . . 
Thus n is a power of 2, and u is simple. H 
Simple permutations of period 2”q, where q is odd, are defined [5] to 
have blocks of size q, 2q,. . . ,2”- ‘q, and thus 
[by (c) above], where B is induced by the decomposition into blocks of size 
q. Thus p(A) = [p(B)]““. [We note that for a permutation of this type to be 
simple, u2” is required to have a particular form on the blocks of size q [5]. 
This is equivalent to picking the permutation of F(q) which minimizes the 
spectral radius.] 
We note that Theorem 1 gives some information about the structure of 
the periodic points of continuous maps of the interval. For example: 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose g: Z -+ I is a continuous mapping of a closed 
interval which admits a point of period n whose induced permutation u is 
reducible into blocks of length k, n = mk. Then g has a point of period m. 
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Proof. If the periodic orbit is xi < x2 < . . . < x,, then of course a is 
given by f(xi) = xotij. If J= [xi, x,J then f"(J) 1 J. It follows (cf. Nitecki 
[13]) that there is a point y E .Z such that f’(y) E Ii, i = 1,. . . , m, and 
fin(Y) = Y* n 
For example if f has a reducible period point of period pq, where p, g 
are prime, it must have point of period p or period 4. We note that this goes 
in the opposite direction from that of the Sarkovskii order. 
Ideally we would like to decompose the characteristic polynomial of a 
reducible cyclic permutation into a product of the form 
det(A - XI) = det(A(a) - xZ)det(A(a”]Z,) - x”Z) 
whose factors also come from permutations. This is not possible in general, 
but we can isolate a large class of cyclic permutations for which such a 
decomposition exists. To begin with we have: 
LEMMA 1. Zf u is a reducible cyclic permutation as above and B = B(a) 
= A(l, $1)). . . A(&“- ‘j(l), l), then the spectral radius p(B) is greater than 
or equal to the spectral radius of A(a") when urn is restricted to the block I,. 
Proof. It follows from Coppel [9] that A(um) is congruent to A(u)” 
(mod 2). Therefore B is congruent to A(u”]Zr) (mod 2), and so each entry of 
B is greater than or equal to the corresponding entry for A(u”]Zi). Using a 
well-known formula [U], we have 
p(A(u"lZ,))= nFm(c entriesof [A(u"IZ,)]")~/" 
< lim (c entries of B”)l’n 
n+cc 
= p(B). 
We now investigate conditions under which the above inequality can be 
replaced by equality. 
DEFINITION 2. Let u be a reducible cyclic permutation on F(n) with 
decomposition I, < - * * < I,. We say that u is monotonic with respect to 
this partition if u is monotonic on spk([i, i + 11) for all k = 1,. . . , m - 1 and 
[i,i + l] G Zj for some j = 1,. . . , m. 
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We note that this definition is equivalent to requiring that the piecewise 
linear function f = f(a) on [l, n] have the property that f” restricted to the 
interval [i, i + l] is monotonic for [i, i + l] c Zj. Also it can easily be shown 
that it suffices to check the intervals contained in I,, for example. 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf u is monotonic with respect to I, < . . 1 < I,, then 
B = A(k, 6(k)). . .A(&“-‘)@), k) = A(a”lZ,), k = 1,. . ., m. 
Proof. Take [i, i + l] c I,. Since is f”I[i, i + l] is a ho- 
meomorphism. Thus if either covers the interval [j, j + l] exactly once or 
misses it completely. Now the (i, j)th entry of B is precisely the number of 
times f “([ i, i + 11) covers [j, j + 11. So this entry is 1 or 0 according as 
f “([i,i + 11) covers [j, j + l] or not. This is precisely the way the entries of 
A( u “‘1 Zk) are determined. n 
COROLLARY 4. Zf u is monotonic on I, c . . . < I,, then 
det(A - XI) = det(A(6) - xZ)det(A(u”]Z,) - x”Z). 
We can find many examples of monotonic permutations if we consider: 
DEFINITION 3. A cyclic permutation u on F(n) is unimodal if there is 
an integer k, 1 < k < n, such that u is increasing on [l, k] and decreasing on 
[k, n] (or vice versa). 
PROPOSITION 4. A unimodal permutation is monotonic with respect to 
any decomposition I, < . . * < I,. 
Proof. Assume u is increasing on [l, k] and decreasing on [k, m], and 
that f = f(u). Then k E Ii for some i = 1,. . . , m. Then f ‘(Ii) c [l, k] or 
[k,n] for t=l,...,m-1. Thus fm-l:f(Zi)+Zj is injective. Thus for 
[j, j + ‘1 _C ‘i7 f l[j, j + ‘1 is injective and so f “l[j, j + l] is also injective. W 
Thus the above corollary holds for all unimodal permutations. This 
factorization of the characteristic polynomial of u into factors of the same 
form (in the monotonic situation) is related to the *-product for unimodal 
maps which is discussed in [B]. Of course we can say that p(A) = 
max{n(A(@)), ~(4~“‘l~d)~. 
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EXAMPLE 3. a( 1,2,3,4,5,6) = (4,5,6,3,1,2). Here u is not unimodal, but 
is stiU monotonic on [1,3] < [4,6]. We have 
A(a21Z,) = [; ;]a 
Thus 
det(A(a)-xZ)=(x-1)(x4-z2-1). 
EXAMPLE 4. a&2,3,4,5,6) = (4,6,5,2,1,3). Here u is not monotonic on 
[1,3] < [4,6]. We have 
A(u21Z,)= [; :] but B=B,,B,,= [; ;], 
and 
det(A - XI) = (x - 1)(x4 - 3x2 + 1) 
but 
det( A(u’]Z,) - x21) = x4 - x2 - 1 + det(B - x21). 
PROPOSITION 5. Zf the unimodal permutation u on F(3”qk) has blocks 
of size k,3k ,..., 3’k, then 
where B= A(u 3mq]Z,) and P(x) = x2 - x - 1. (Zf k = 1, omit the find factor.) 
Proof. Apply Corollary 4 to the decomposition of u into blocks of size k. 
Then det(A - xl) has a factor det(B - x3”qZ), and the induced permutation 
a is defined on F(3”q) and has blocks of size 3,32,. . . ,3’. 
Apply Corollary 4 repeatedly to blocks of size 3’-I,.. . ,3. At each stage 
the induced permutation on F(3) gives us the characteristic polynomial 
P(x) = x2 - x - 1, since this is the only polynomial which arises for cyclic 
permutations of F(3). n 
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